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Bursar Brown Reveals The Hard Task Of Being A Bursar-Collector

During a conversation with Bursar Brown, I found in some small ways that he has to get into the habit of keeping accounts and trying to collect money from those who owe the school. Here is an unusual but not unknown to the turner in regard to old accounts. Names and dates in the old ledgers.

Mr. C. D. Brown
Business Manager
Farmingdale, N. Y.

Your letter of Sept 1st—and also the one of Oct 21st do not in any way affect the account of....

On the other hand, the statement of the above was only a small part of the information that Bursar Brown was prepared to give. It is interesting to see how much of this information was covered by the title of the article when it was published and distributed to the students.

At this point, I would like to thank Bursar Brown for his time and effort in providing this information. It is clear that much care and attention is needed to ensure that students are properly informed about their financial obligations.

Mixed Chorus To Appear On Radio Today

Faculty Quartet To Make First Appearance On Weekly Program At 4:00

The radio program this afternoon will consist of hymns selected from the mixed chorus repertoire and will be accompanied by the Faculty Quartet. Several hymns will be sung in harmony with the theme of the season of the year and to further the campus and town in Mayfair Hotel Thursday evening.

Poinsettia John Doe

The men's glee club and the girls' glee club of Harding will perform at the radio program this Thursday evening. The program will be broadcast from the home economics dining room.

Art Club To Sell Calendars During Christmas Holidays

Art Club To Sell Calendars During Christmas Holidays

The art club is to be introduced this week with the announcement of the new calendar. This calendar is to be sold at the price of $1.00 per copy, which includes the cost of the calendar and the printing.

The calendar is to be sold at the following prices:

- $1.00 for the calendar alone
- $1.50 for the calendar with a gift card
- $2.00 for the calendar with a holiday card
- $2.50 for the calendar with a holiday gift card

The proceeds from the sale of the calendar will be used to support the art club and to purchase supplies for the club members.

Safety Talk Given Friday

Captain Lindley Hubble of the Arkansas State Police was the speaker on the chapel program Friday, November 24.

The captain's presentation focused on the topic of road safety and the importance of following traffic rules. He emphasized the need for drivers to be attentive and to follow the rules of the road, as well as to be aware of other drivers and pedestrians.

Dramatic Club Initiates New Type Of Club Meeting

The dramatic club presented "The Bended Bunk" at the club last Friday evening. This play is a series of scenes, each of which is to be given a special theme or subject. The club members are to be divided into groups, each responsible for a particular scene.

The play is to be held in the school auditorium, and the members are expected to participate actively in the production. The play is to be presented in a series of scenes, each of which is to be given a special theme or subject.

BENSON MAKES SIX DAY TOUR FOR FUNDS; SEARCY MEN RESPOND

Benson Makes Six Day Tour for Funds; Searcy Men Respond

Ladies of Searcy will be interested to learn that Benson has returned from his six day tour for funds. The tour was a success, and the ladies of Searcy are encouraged to continue their support of the cause.

Kiwans Club And Business Men Back Drive

KIWANS CLUB AND BUSINESS MEN BACK DRIVE

The Kiwanis Club and the business men of Searcy are backing the drive for funds, and the ladies of Searcy are encouraged to continue their support of the cause.

Benson's trip was a success, and the ladies of Searcy are encouraged to continue their support of the cause.

Framework to Organize Under Constitution

Class To Be Organized Under New Organization

Appointments Made For Various Offices In Administration

With the election of the class representatives and senators in the new class last fall, the newly organized administration went into effect.

FRESHMAN CLASS ORGANIZE UNDER CONSTITUTION

Class To Be Organized Under New Organization

Appointments Made For Various Offices In Administration
When requirements for membership are met, Marie and Louis have been initiated yearly. It seems that we have received blessing~ which have been increased yearly. until today we have been able to give to others as much to be thankful for as we do. Others enjoy some of the privileges we do not.

Last week's editorial contained some words which struck home for many extra-curricular activity. And indeed there are many examples here. A student who is too busy to think of others who study, or to think of himself, or to think of his own activities, is living in a world of his own. He is likely to think of others only when someone else brings it to his attention. This is one reason why the candle ceremony is so important. It is the crowning achievement of those who have been initiated. It is the recognition of their efforts, and their sacrifice. It is the acknowledgment of their contribution to the community.

When one is initiated, it is not enough to receive the candle and to say, "Thank you." One must also be willing to give. One must be willing to help others. One must be willing to be a part of the community. One must be willing to be a part of the school. One must be willing to be a part of the world. One must be willing to be a part of society. One must be willing to be a part of history.

The candle ceremony is one of the most impressive moments in the life of a student. It is the crowning achievement of those who have been initiated. It is the recognition of their efforts, and their sacrifice. It is the acknowledgment of their contribution to the community.

We have, of course, many blessings already received to give thanks for, but our greatest blessing lies in our latent powers. We have in our possession, the ability to do all that we can. We have the ability to think for ourselves. We have the ability to act for ourselves. We have the ability to lead ourselves. We have the ability to make our own decisions. We have the ability to be our own masters. We have the ability to be our own rulers. We have the ability to be our own judges. We have the ability to be our own creators. We have the ability to be our own critics. We have the ability to be our own editors. We have the ability to be our own writers.

JOIN THE AMERICAN RED CROSS

This week is the week for the annual drive for the American Red Cross in our school. Although I have joined it this year, I have not done so in the past. Those who have become members realize that it is through the efforts of others who have had as much as possible to give that we are able to help others.

Along with our Thanksgiving to God this week, we are grateful for the generosity of others who have had as much to give. We are grateful for the generosity of those who have given beyond what they could give.

Let's add one more reason for giving thanks to God this week. Let's add one more reason for giving thanks to God this week. Let's add one more reason for giving thanks to God this week.

The selection is important—next year's annual drive will depend on the results of this year's drive.
Dykes Entertains Seniors With Rock Party Thursday

Mr. and Mrs. John Lee Erben entertained with a rock party at 10:00 o'clock Saturday evening at their home, 115 East Center, honoring the Senior Class.

The guests were treated by the host and hostess with a menu of toilet paper and toilet paper socks. The evening started with hundreds of white chrysanthemums decorated the room and colored candy in crystal bowls served as favors.

Those attending were Wesley Montgomery, Ruth Langford, Jewel Blackburn, Mary Agnes Evans, Leila Berry, T. Ross Terry, Charles Berger, Marie Brannen, Margaret Lynch, Edith Landiss, Nancy Fern Blackburn, Mary Agnes Evans, Robert Vaughn, William Clayre, Lamar Daniels, who are students at the Kansas Club.

Those present were Iris Merritt, Ruth Roach, and Jo Sullivan.

Plaza Theatre

THURSDAY—FRIDAY

Matthew Thursday

Artie Shaw and His Band

in

"Dancing Co-Ed"

Saturday—Sunday—Monday

JOHN GARFIELD

PRESILLA LANE

Rialto Theatre

Thanksgiving Special

THURSDAY—FRIDAY

Matinee Thursday

Tyrone Power—Linda Darnell

in

Day-Time Wife

Sun., Mon.—Tues.

James Cagney—Priscilla Lane

in

"The Roaring Twenties"

Coffman Clothes

Custom Made-To-Order

Alino Pancho's

and

Bankruptcy Clothes

Cut Flowers, Plants

Butts and Funeral

Work

Christmas Suggestions

Nagelges

Robes

Pajamas

Health

and everything to complete

Mila's requirements.

KOHO'S

LADIES APPLIANCE

Security Bank

We Will Endeavor to

Handle in An

Efficient Manner

All Business

Entertained to Us

Robertson's Drug Store

DEPENDABLE SERVICE

GIFTS — HOSE

DRUGS

PHILADELPHIA DRUGSTORE

Bolton's garage

General Repairing

Wrecker Service — Storage

Goodrich Tires

Batteries and Accessories

May Homecoming be in reality a day of Thanksgiving

THE IDEAL SHOP

May we wish to see you at our Harding and at our store. We are thankful that we are a part of Harding, and we have the pleasure of serving you.

BOLTON'S GARAGE

HARDING COLLEGE LAUNDRY

and DRY CLEANERS

HEADQUARTERS FOR

Women's and Men's Newest Apparel

Footwear, Furnishings and Groceries

Robbins - Sanford Merc. Co.

White County's Largest Store

College Inn

Appreciates Your Patronage

School Supplies

Sandwiches.

Fountain Service

284

Builings, Furniture and Groceries
Bears Go On

Ida Radcoves

Teams Will Meet Thanksgiving Day

One of the greatest exhibitions of touch football at Harding has been witnessed since the Bears conquered the Green Bay Packers 13 to 6.

This first quarter was an even battle in both sides, but, the Bears called in the second on several running plays after they had intercepted a Packer pass.

The fourth quarter found the Bears in a scoring mood. They held the ball, put in two touchdowns to reverse the course of victory and scored the big point. Buck Harris made an extra point.

The Bears came right back in the second quarter when they were awarded a safety after the Razorbacks fell on the ball. Jack Lay started the drive from the Harding 28 yard line. The Bears scored on the first play, and the Bears in a scoring mood. They have been defeated by a Reveille.

Bears in the first quarter this time, they were holding the ball and scored a touchdown on the first half of the game.

The Bears opened their offensive with a pass to the Harding 35 yard line. The Bears scored on the first play, and the Bears in a scoring mood. They have been defeated by a Reveille.

FOOTBALL

There is but one more week of touch football in the junior league. They will be playing at some point in the season. The first half of the season the Bears have been defeated by a Reveille.

Bears 13 P. Radkowsky 5

Hilliwat R E. McCall

Dyrenfeld R E. McCall

Harris R E. McCall

Bears 20, Giants 6

Lay JK played a good pass during the second half of the game. The Bears scored on the first play, and the Bears in a scoring mood. They have been defeated by a Reveille.

The Bears came right back in the second quarter when they were awarded a safety after the Razorbacks fell on the ball. Jack Lay started the drive from the Harding 28 yard line. The Bears scored on the first play, and the Bears in a scoring mood. They have been defeated by a Reveille.
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